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Chapter 1 : Dentons - Short Hills
Surrounded by a wealth of emerging growth and Fortune companies located throughout the New Jersey and New York
metropolitan areas, Dentons' Short Hills office focuses on meeting the needs of today's businesses with tomorrow's
strategies and solutions.

Accessed May 29, Accessed October 5, Accessed September 15, He was 78 years old and a former resident
of Short Hills, N. Accessed November 7, Cicerone, who as a researcher and the president of the National
Academy of Sciences issued an early warning about the grave potential risks of climate change, died on
Saturday at his home in Short Hills, N. Accessed October 6, Charlotte Pope, mother-in-law of Joseph P. Day,
real estate expert, was at dinner Thursday evening in Mr. Accessed October 27, Accessed May 10, Accessed
November 28, Herbert Gladstone Hopwood, who was commander in chief of the United States Pacific Fleet
at his retirement from the Navy in , died this morning in St. He was 67 years old and lived at 68 Tennyson
Drive in Short Hills. Accessed May 27, Accessed May 25, At home in Short Hills, N. Accessed May 1,
McGinley , Ability , accessed April 21, I was born in New York and raised in New Jersey. What part of New
Jersey? Short Hills, which is a beautiful suburb of New York. Accessed December 19, Louis Post-Dispatch ,
March 20, Accessed February 17, Accessed May 24, Accessed November 13, He traveled to Short Hills
"numerous times on a regular basis every year of the last twenty-plus years of his life," and lived there in the s,
according to the complaint. Accessed June 2, Paul Pioneer Press , November 14, The Wilfs of Short Hills, N.
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Chapter 2 : Dentons - Experienced Lawyers in the United States
Phone: () Fax: () Scheduling, Prescription Refills, Contact Lens Orders, Procedures & Surgical Counselling,
Pre-Operative Appointments. Close to NYC and NJT Trains and Buses.

See Article History Alternative Titles: It is located on the Han River Han-gang in the northwestern part of the
country, with the city centre some 37 miles 60 km inland from the Yellow Sea west. Seoul is the cultural,
economic, and political centre of South Korea. Kris Guico Except for a brief interregnum â€” , Seoul was the
capital of Korea from until the formal division of the country in The city was also popularly and, during most
of the 14th century, officially known as Hanyang. Seoul became the official name of the city only with the
founding of South Korea in Area square miles square km. Landscape City site The area on the Han River that
is now occupied by Seoul has been inhabited by humans for thousands of years, and it acquired strategic
importance to the various kingdoms that controlled the Korean peninsula and grew to become a city during the
early historic period. Seoul was founded as the capital of a unified nation in by Gen. The contact afforded by
this riverine site with both inland waterways and coastal sea routes was particularly important to Yi because
these were the routes by which grain, taxes, and goods were transported. The district chosen by Yi remains,
more than years later, the centre of Seoul. It is located immediately north of the Han River in the lowland of a
topographic basin surrounded by low hills of about 1, feet metres in height. Although the population had
grown to approximately , by the census of , it had risen to only about , by the time of the Japanese annexation
in , almost five centuries later. The modernization program initiated by the Japanese began the first of several
cycles of growth during the 20th century that extended the city limits by successive stages, so that they now
contain both banks of the Han River, as well as the banks of several tributary rivers. Seoul has grown rapidly
since the Korean War â€” The present boundary of Seoul is largely that established in and encompasses an
area about twice what it was in Since the s the area of Seoul south of the Han River has been extensively
developed. Kangnam is characterized by high-rise apartment blocks and new office buildings and is traversed
by Teheran Street. Kangnam is developing into a second central business district of Seoul and attracts
economic activity in such areas as tourism, design and fashion, information technology, and other new
technology industries. As a result, urban sprawl has extended to places outside the greenbelt, creating new
residential areas in suburbs and satellite cities, mainly along the Seoul- Pusan Busan expressway to the south
and along the Han River to the east and west. A new phenomenon of urbanization began in the mids: Yearly
precipitation in the city is approximately 54 inches 1, mm , with a heavy concentration during the summer
months. City layout Street patterns in the city centre north of the river are basically on a rectangular grid.
Outside the basin area of the central city, however, there are a number of radiating streets, which are
interconnected by a series of concentric circular roads. Its central district, inside the four gates, was planned
and has a rectangular street pattern. The city outside the four gates and walls developed slowly and to a limited
extent until the beginning of the 20th century. In the Japanese regime introduced a modern but basic city-plan
system that affected mainly the Japanese residential areas along the railways. The marked population increase
after World War II motivated the city to extend the road system of the city, but the framework of the earlier
system remains. In the mids a plan was developed to expand and modernize Seoul that included the
acquisition of farmland south of the river from neighbouring provinces. With the strong financial support of
the central government, the South City grew to a population of some five million in only one generation.
Housing A shortage of housing has been a chronic problem. Many large-scale apartment blocks have been
built, especially along the banks of the Han. In addition, much residential housing has been developed along
the suburban fringes of the city. Old-style wooden houses, or hanok , are still found in a few areas of the old
city and adjacent to the remains of the city wall. It doubled in size by the 17th century, then remained stable
until the end of the 19th century. It grew steadily from the beginning of the 20th century and reached , by the
end of World War II After the war, many Koreans who had been living abroad came back to Korea; the
majority of them settled in Seoul, as did millions of refugees from the north during and immediately after the
Korean War. By some 2. With rapid urbanization beginning in the s, the city drew migrants from throughout
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the country, and the population reached some 10 million in The population is made up almost entirely of
Korean citizens, who are almost all ethnically Korean. Foreign residents constitute a small but appreciable
fraction of the populace; they are not concentrated in any particular areas but are distributed across the city.
SeoulCrowded street in Seoul. Economy Manufacturing Manufacturing is one of the top employers in the city.
The information technology and electronics industries have been replacing such traditional mainstays as the
manufacture of textiles and clothes, machinery, and chemicals. Food processing, beverage production, and
publishing and printing are also important. Major employers include the many multinational and trade
corporations whose headquarters are in Seoul, financial and insurance companies, and professional and
business service firms. Seoul is the centre of finance for the country. The two most important traditional
shopping areas are the extensive Tongdaemun Market and the smaller Namdaemun Market , located near the
downtown of the North City. Comprising numerous individually owned shops, these markets serve not only
Seoul but the entire country. There are also large department stores and shopping centres in Kangnam, the
downtown South City area. Namdaemun Market at night, Seoul, South Korea. It is the frequent site of
international business meetings and conventions, and the city works with a number of public and private
organizations to develop both the business and leisure tourist sectors. Transportation Although Seoul is an
ancient city, it has a good road system, because of vast improvements made since the Korean War, notably in
the construction of some two dozen bridges across the Han River. A network of highways cross the city
east-west along the Han River and north-south around the city centre. A circular road around the city connects
it with suburban new towns and satellite cities, providing some relief to the heavy traffic of the inner city.
However, road transport facilities have not been able to keep up with the demands of a large and expanding
population, resulting in crowded streets and frequent traffic jams. Neothinker The city has an extensive
subway system, which has alleviated traffic congestion somewhat and has become, with buses and railways,
one of the main forms of public transport. Before the Korean War, small vessels navigated the Han River to
the port of Seoul, but the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea runs partly through the mouth of
the river and has deprived Seoul of its role as a river port. Hence, most goods are transported to and from the
city on railways and highways. Administration and society Government The government consists of the Seoul
Metropolitan Government, which is the executive branch , and the Seoul Metropolitan Council, the legislative
body. The administrative structure contains three tiers: The mayor of the metropolitan government and the
mayors of the gu are elected to four-year terms. Serving under the mayors at both levels are vice mayors and
directors of bureaus, offices, and divisions. The dongs into which each gu is divided provide services to the
residents within their administrative areas. The Seoul Metropolitan Council is headed by a chairman and two
vice chairmen and includes standing committees, special committees, and a secretariat; it has more than
members, who serve four-year terms. Most council members are elected to represent their respective district;
10 other members are elected on the basis of proportional representation. Municipal services and health Water
and sewage-disposal facilities have been constructed extensively to service most of the built-up areas. Medical
facilities are relatively good, and there are many general hospitals and small clinics as well as numerous
pharmacists and drugstores. The many doctors of traditional herbal medicine provide a complement to
Western medical practice. Education Legally, compulsory education applies only to the six-year elementary
school, but in reality most elementary school graduates receive a secondary education. The National Classical
Music Institute, engaged in the preservation of the traditional court music of Korea and in the training of
musicians, is complemented by two Western-style symphony orchestras. The Sejong Center for Performing
Arts, to the south of the palace, has facilities for concerts, plays, and exhibitions and is the location of an arts
academy. The city also has excellent sports and recreational facilities, notably the Seoul Sports Complex, on
the south bank of the Han, which was built for the Asian Games and the Summer Olympic Games. Olympic
Park, to the east of the Sports Complex, is an expansive green space containing more of the facilities built for
the Olympics as well as a sculpture park, an Olympics museum, the Korean National University of Physical
Education, and an earthen fortress from the early Paekche Baekje period. The earliest historical mention of
Seoul and the surrounding area dates from the 1st century bce. During the Three Kingdoms period c. Shortly
thereafter the capital was moved south across the Han River ; a number of remains, including earthen walls,
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dwellings, and tombs, have been uncovered at that site. Seoul served as the centre of Japanese rule, and
modern technology was imported. Roads were paved, old gates and walls partly removed, new Western-style
buildings built, and streetcars introduced. After the end of Japanese control in , the name of the city was
officially established as Seoul. The city was left devastated by the Korean War â€”53 , during which the
capital was moved temporarily â€”53 to Pusan Busan. In Seoul was placed directly under the control of the
prime minister. Out of the postwar rubble rose a modern city of skyscrapers and highways that has become
one of the largest metropolises in the world. City planning in the latter half of the 20th century tended to lag
behind the urbanization process and the problems caused by its rapid concentration of population and
municipal functions. However, the South Korean economy also grew, and rapidly enough to cover the
construction costs and basic needs of the city. Beginning with the Seoul Summer Olympic Games , the city
strove to increase its profile on the world stage. In the meantime, national development plans attempted to
control urban sprawl while accommodating international businesses and high-technology industries. The
stated goal of these plans was to establish Seoul as a cultural, political, economic, and transportation hub for
northeastern Asia. High-rise buildings of Seoul.
Chapter 3 : Fashion shows, Ready-to-Wear and Accessories Collections | CHANEL
The preeminent shopping destination of New Jersey, featuring specialty stores and restaurants including Cartier,
Chanel, Dior, Gucci, Henri Bendel, Louis Vuitton.

Chapter 4 : THE 10 BEST Restaurants in Short Hills - TripAdvisor
Best Lunch Restaurants in Short Hills, New Jersey: Find TripAdvisor traveler reviews of the best Short Hills Lunch
Restaurants and search by price, location, and more.

Chapter 5 : Short Hills, New Jersey - Wikipedia
Homes in Short Hills, Short Hills, New Jersey. likes Â· 1 talking about this Â· 6 were here. Homes for sale or rent in
Short Hills, NJ.

Chapter 6 : The 10 Best Lunch Restaurants in Short Hills - TripAdvisor
Hilton Short Hills is a redesigned hotel, conference and event destination with a prime location in Short Hills, New
Jersey. Whether you're traveling for business, with family, or celebrating one of life's big moments, our AAA
Four-Diamond rated hotel offers all you need for a sensational stay.

Chapter 7 : Maison GOYARD - Store locator
Things To Do In Millburn & Short Hills, NJ, Millburn, New Jersey. 5, likes Â· talking about this Â· were here. Millburn
Township, a great.

Chapter 8 : Locations | Short Hills Ophthalmology
SoulCycle has revolutionized indoor cycling and taken the world of fitness by storm. 45 minutes to take your journey.
Change your body. Find your SOUL.

Chapter 9 : Seoul | national capital, South Korea | calendrierdelascience.com
Short Hills is an unincorporated community and census-designated place (CDP) located within Millburn Township, in
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Essex County, New Jersey, United States.
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